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In this dark, action-packed fourth book in the New York Times best-selling Dorothy Must Die series,

Amy Gumm travels from Oz to the twisted land of Ev, where she fights to free Oz from evil once and

for all. My name is Amy Gumm. You might remember me as the other girl from Kansas. When a

tornado swept me away to the magical land of Oz, I was given a mission: Dorothy must die. That's

right, everyone's favorite Wicked-Witch slayer had let the magic of Oz corrupt her. She turned evil.

So I killed her. But just when we thought it was safe to start rebuilding the damaged land of Oz, we

were betrayed. Now I'm following the Road of Yellow Brick as it helps me escape toward the

mysterious land of Ev, where the Nome King rules a bleak and angry world. And what I'm about to

find is shocking: My original mission may not have been successful. I thought my job was over, but

it's only just beginning. And it's up to me to foil Dorothy's plans for revenge - and finally save the

land I've come to love.
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Everything cool is being made into a drama on CW. I vote for this book series to become another

television show. It's a teen throb story, but I read all four books (excluding the novellas) in less than

a week... in between a full time job.If it really is the end of the series, it ended beautifully and wide

open.... well worth it, even though I crave more closure.

I hated the ending. But not because of the reason you think. I just hated it ... for ending. But you do



realize that it's better that it ended the way it did, rather than dragging on until you've forgotten what

the story is actually about. Danielle Paige took a "classic" story and twisted it into something fun,

dramatic, sick and clever. It almost makes you quesion which story was the true story. I absolutely

loved this series. I look forward to reading more of Danielle's work.

These stories could easily be condensed into a trilogy or simply a sequel book. It is not a good story

once you start adding to the plot randomly when there is no substance to add or tie to the story line.

This book ends the story but how long was the story supposed to go? These characters lost there

characteristics. First two books amazing. The rest...hard to say that they were even meant to be.

Love this book, hate that it's the end! I have always been a huge fan of the original Wizard of Oz

(books, movie, everything), and this is no exception. As a matter of fact, I almost prefer this over the

original! I absolutely love how Danielle Paige wrote this series - even my young son loves for me to

read it out loud to him. I look forward to reading more from this author!

Truly LOVE this series...except for this book. All through the first 3 novels the story ran at a great

pace and had such a vivid and unique take. But this book i found to be rather dull and it dragged the

entire way through. And it had such potential to introduce so many characters and events in ev from

the original stories. And the ending was a major letdown. Was truly excited for the book but now i

just feel disappointed.

My daughter loves these books and needed this to complete her collection. They keep her

interested so as far as I am concerned that's good. I honestly don't know much about it but she's 15

and loves them so yours probably will too.

Would recommend this book to teens who have a firm grasp on Good and Evil. Very engaging

novels. I personally did not read all the back stories or novellas so I did not experience full

understanding of Dorothys choice.

I really liked the first book but in each of the following books the quality has gone done hill. It was

very predictable. But if you're like me youll buy because you're pot committed to the story..
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